
P R O D U C T  F A M I LY  N A M E

Product name

DATA S HEE T

Safely and securely explore all layers of the web

Eliminate your exposure and blend into the noise of the commercial cloud when browsing the open, deep, 

and dark web with DarkPursuit,® a browser-based software as a service (SaaS) solution in a single-session 

virtual machine that ensures your local browser information is never passed onto adversaries.

KEY FEATURES

Unlock vital information easily
Securely and easily access the open web or a darknet such 
as Tor, I2P, Freenet, or ZeroNet from your favorite browser 
on your local device.

Investigate without technical exposure
Perform reconnaissance on the open, deep, and dark web  
in a safe and secure browsing area to identify adversaries 
without revealing your identity.

Capture ephemeral data
Collect and save the contents and history of a page using 
DarkPursuit Capture to view it in DarkBlue, and download 
files to your virtual machine to pull them locally later.

Uncover hidden information
Harness DarkBlue to enhance and reveal site data using our 
extract, transform, and load (ETL) tooling that is powered by 
artificial intelligence and machine learning.

D A R K B L U E  I N T E L L I G E N C E  S U I T E

DarkPursuit

caci.com/darkblue
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FEATURES

D I S CO V E R .  P U R S U E .  E N G A G E .

Adaptable 
Additional darknets, software,  
and tooling can be added to your 
virtual machine. 

Ephemeral 
Browsing history and other user  
data are permanently deleted after 
each session. 

Integrated 
Transition between analysis and 
exploration with compatibility 
between DarkPursuit and DarkBlue. 

Anonymous 
User activity is completely isolated, 
obfuscating technical details that 
could be used for attribution. 

Extensive 
Access the open web and popular 
darknets such as Tor, 12P, Freenet,  
and ZeroNet. 

UNCOVER THE WEB
Scan the QR code to request a 30-day demo account.  
Learn today why DarkPursuit is trusted by local, state,  
and national government organizations and entities.

ABOUT C ACI ’S DARK BLUE 
INTELLIGENCE SUITE

CACI is a leader in open, 
deep, dark web access, 
exploitation, and analysis. 
Our powerful yet easy-
to-use DarkBlue Intelligence 
Suite revolutionizes how 
OSINT analysts uncover the 
insights that accelerate their 
mission. With an easy 
integration between data 
exploration and collection, 
our tools, training, and 
expertise will help you 
securely discover, pursue, 
and engage without 
revealing your identity to 
adversaries or exposing your 
equipment to malware. 


